
Public Review When Law Mandates Accountability Against Federal Judges 

 

 The evidence received by the “Public Corruption” criminal division against the federal 

judges of California exist as evidence of concealment of violations identified by the court under 

its statutory requirements found of “clear and convincing evidence.” After appointing attorney 

Phillip Trevino, the third step to be taken upon a finding of “clear and convincing evidence” of a 

violation of the constitutional laws of the United States. 

 The court prevented the further law requirements to resolve the violations of the 

constitution upon the same facts that define “clear and convincing evidence” when evidence of 

intentional misconduct by the state court officials become known. 

 The court concealed the same violations that established evidence of this violation 

including the finding required, that no reasonable or rational jury would have found the 

petitioner guilty, under the same met requirements of “clear and convincing evidence.” The only 

evidence that establishes that no reasonable or rational jury would have found the petitioner 

guilty exists as an instruction under the definition of law. That no such person alleged to be a 

second getaway driver can be a participant of robbery under the creation of who is a getaway 

driver as a participant of robbery. 

 This evidence with several procedures taken by the same court to resolve the found 

violation exist as evidence of public corruption located on the public record of case No. 5:09-

00310-VAP (cw). These violations have been separately reported as Public Corruption to the 

Judicial Watch, Congress Watch, FBI, Separate Government Accountability Offices as experts to 

identify the concealing of violations by act of fraud. 



 The courts own findings that establish clear and convincing evidence must exist as found 

true upon the actions of the court to resolve the violations. 

https://www.change.org/p/myself-admissions-of-illegal-incarceration 

https://www.facebook.com/Innocence-Faces-Injusticeneeds-online-signatures-now 
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